The Masters Trick
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BUBBA WATSON will not be short of confidence going into the Masters following this
stunning putt in the Par 3 contest.Bubba Watson isn't shy when it comes to trying his hand at
trick shots, and he pulled off a fantastic one during the Masters Par-3 Contest.Jordan Spieth is
getting ready for another run at the green jacket with this trick shot.Masters Bubba Watson
used a wedge to nail a trick shot at the Par-3 Contest on Wednesday—and we're straight
amazed.2 Jul - 4 min - Uploaded by KTLA 5 Magician /Comedian Chipper Lowell came in to
KTLA to talk about season 5 of " Masters of.Watch: Spieth & Johnson's water-skimming trick
shots Find out how to follow coverage of the Masters across the BBC here including live,
uninterrupted.Watson hit an incredible trick shot on the green during the Par 3 Contest.World
No4 heads to the first major of the year as one of the tournament favourites having won the
green jacket in Bubba Watson was just feet from the hole at the Masters Par 3 Contest, but
decided to use some trickery to make his putt.Former Georgia golfer Bubba Watson used some
trickery during the Masters Par 3 Contest on Wednesday to make this incredible putt.Two-time
Masters champion Bubba Watson knows the green at Augusta National Golf Club well, and he
showed off his skill putting with a.It's Trick Shot Tuesday here at GolfPunk Towers, so we've
gone in to the archive to celebrate Masters week. It's a tradition at 16 to try and skim.13 Jul 25 sec The masters of the trick shot, the The Original Harlem Globetrotters, join us today on
PST at 5.The azaleas that oversee the greens at the 16th hole are a thing of beauty, but they're
far from the reason patrons have surrounded the hole on.Could we see three European Masters
champions in a row? been debating the chances of a first European hat-trick of winners since
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